
THE NEW ROMANTICS 

SUSI BELLAMY launches The Romantic Collection for spring/summer 2023 
telling a mesmerising tale of marble, plumes, veneer and bouquet patterns 
across velvet and wallpaper with cushions and lampshades.

Nine fabrics: Tamarind Plumes, Dahlia Plumes, Saffron Plumes; Mauve Organic 
Marbled, Teal Organic Marbled, Sage Marbled; Ochre Strata, Wheat Veneer, 
Cantaloupe Veneer. £125 per metre 

Four wallpapers: Tamarind Plumes, Saffron Plumes; Teal Organic Marbled, 
Mauve Organic Marbled. £155 per roll

Cushions from £95 and lampshades from £125

Working with British furniture maker George Smith, Susi Bellamy has dressed 
Georgian-style sofas in one of her beautiful new velvets, celebrating exquisite 
print and upholstery mastery.

Saffron Plumes velvet £125 per metre. Georgian sofa by George Smith. 
Furniture, to order. 



The new prints centre around intricate and rhythmic marbled motifs in 
colourways that balance the vivid with the classic. Based on Susi’s recent 
marbling on paper, these plumes are enticing and luxuriant, inviting us to 
savour their satisfyingly smooth and undulating surfaces. 

Saffron Plumes velvet £125 per metre



This pretty maximalism incorporates antique-inspired aesthetics with a 
modern whimsy as it plays with pops of dusky mauves, sage greens and 
saffron yellows. The ochre browns, dove greys, wheat beiges and soft oranges 
provide a backdrop to these veins of vibrancy whilst maintaining a legacy feel 
for the range.

Saffron Plumes wallpaper £175 per roll
Sage Marbled silk lampshade £125



Attention to detail through tasseled, piped and ruched cushion trims, layers 
a further dimension of luxury, ensuring each piece is a statement injection of 
personality.

Mauve Organic Marbled wallpaper £175 per roll
Selection of marbled cushions from £95



NOTE TO EDITORS

The Romantic Collection by Susi Bellamy will be available from March when it 
goes online during its London Design Week debut, 13-17 March.

About

Susi Bellamy moved to interiors via her role as fashion editor and a stint living 
in Florence as an artist. She is now based in Newcastle- Upon-Tyne, with her 
art studio nestled in the Ouseburn. It was a happy accident at the studio that 
inspired her debut collection: an abstract painting on a square canvas that 
prompted the question ‘would that work as a cushion?’

Her years as an editor has informed her creative approach to homeware. She 
looks to fine art, fashion, and design to understand the core directions and 
colour palettes of the moment. She then creates her work within these 
parameters and curates the final edit of pieces.

Colour is central to Susi’s process and each product is made in England. Susi 
is also the chairman of the Colour Collective UK a forward-thinking group 
interested in the dissemination of all aspects of colour. She has created 
exclusive ranges for Liberty of London, Harvey Nichols and Heals, ABC Home 
in New York.
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